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Instructions 

Do ~s manv problems as vou can. a:" cor,·1r;ie~eh· a.s ~-ou care. Yuu are llOt nece.ssaril\· expected 
to finish the 'Nhole exam. I-lowever, vo~1 should W(Jrk on at least sorne problems from eitch 
of the three sections (group tl1i=-ory, field theor~'- ring and inodule theory.) 

If a problem has multiple p<lrts. vou mav use the result of any pan (even a part ~-ou 
do llOt solve) in the proof of another pan of that problem. If vour argument depends 011 a 
significant theorem, sm· whdt result vou me using. 

Group theory 

1. ( 15 points) Let f: g : IR: -7 IR: be the functions defined by the formulas f ( 1:) = -:r and 
g(1) = l.'-:- 1. Let G be the subgroup generated by f and g of the group of all permutations 
of the set '.R.. Prove carefullv that 

(-, ...._, (. b' '.i I 1- 1 I 
~'=.U. !O =(,([.J=J Ui. 

2. ('.20 points) Iu this problern. let C iw a gruup of order 105 ~" 3 · 5 · 7. 

(a). Suppose that G doe::; not have Cl nurmal Sylow 7-subgroup. Show i11 this case that 
G has a normal Sylow 3-subgroup and a normal Sylm.Y 5-::;ubgroup. Prove then that G is 
abelian. a contradiction. 

(b). Show that there is a non-abelian group G of order 105. Explain why vour group G 
is solvable. but not nilpotent. 

Field theory 

3. (15 points) Let p be a prime number and let K. L be fields of orders pm. pn respectively. 
where rn < n. When is /1.' isomorphic to a subfield of L? 

4. (20 points) Let a = vh + v12 in C and let f be the minimal polynomial of a over Q. 
Let Ebe the splitting field for f over Q. Determine the Galois group Gal(£ /Q). 



5. (l.'.:1 points) Let E/F Le a Gaiois exteLsirm and let I\.· . .LU'=' iutermediate fields. Show 
that I\. and L s.re F-isomocphic (i.e. there e::i.~rs an isomorph:.m1 fror:1 I\. l\) L. which is the 
icienti1 \' 0:1 F' if and cmh· if tl1e sahgr '~iDS ,~,f (; = Gct.l ( E / F: correc:pondi11g to X and L are 

conjuga1e in G. 

Ring and inodule theory 

6. ! 15 points) A commutatiw ri11g R \',·ith identin· is icxu! J it has exacth· one maximal 
ideal. Ill this prublem. let R be :J lout! ring v:hicl1 is a PID. bm i:0 not & held. 

(a) Classifr the pos;;iLle hni:eh g,e11ernted R-rnodules. in terms of their invariant factors 
(or dement8r:1· di\·isCJF! S!1uw tlrnt ti1ere is u11h· ci co1mtabl\' in£1.1,ite numbf·r of finitely 
generated R-111ud ule.". ll p 1.ll isurnu:plli.~n:. 

(b). Prove that if JI and S me 11onzc1 o finite!:· generntt>d. torsion R-modules, then 
there exists a 11011zeru R-rnod11le homornorphism <JJ: JI ~ ~\'. 

7. (20 points) (a). Show that a commutative Noetherian domain R has the following 
property: given any nonzero, nonunit :r E R, one has 1· = .:1z2 ... Zm for some irreducible 

elements z, E R. 

(bl. Prove that any UFD is integral!\· closed in its field of fractions. 

( c). Give. with proof. an example of 8 domain R 'Nhich is Noetherian. but not a UFD. 

8. (l'J points) (a). Consider the ideal I= (T 2 - y3 .:c - .c/2 ) '~ C:.r.yj. Find rad!. the 
radical of I, expressing it as an intersection of prime ideals I dc1 not try to find a generating 
::;et for racl I.) 

(b). Is I a radical ideal" 
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Cse Schur to prow that a square m3trix A has an onhonmmal basis of eigenvectors 
iff A 1-iA =A.AH. 

2. (20) (a: Usins 2 x 2 matrices. shuw that the Jorclfrn Canonical Form of a matrix is NOT a 
continuous fu11cr.ion of the eleniems oi the matrix. 

(b) Show that ever:• real qucidratic form over the complexes. (i.e., for even·:: EC". 
f(::) =.:HA:: E JR.'\ c;in lw generated J)v a Hermitian matrix. 

(c) Show that if ::HA::= 0 for all:: E en, then A= U. 

\cl) Show b\· 2 x 2 example that :r7 A:r 
imply that A = U. 

0 for all :r ,E ]Rn. where A is re;:i,l, does not 

3. (15) Let :i: be a least squares solution to Ax = b, where A ism>• n and m 2 n. Let At be the 
pseudo-inverse of A. Use the Singular Value Decomposition to show that i =A.Tb is the 
min 2-norm least squares solution to Ax- = b, i.e., show 

(a) i is a least squares solution. 

(b) if i· is a least square solution then lli·ll2 2 llill2- and 

(c) i is unique. 

1 



APPLIED .-\LCEBRA QCALIF\T1'\"G EXAJ\1 - SPRING 2009 

This part CJf the Applied Algebn1 exa!n v:'.:l l:e scaled to rnah 11p GlY7. of tlw whole exam. 
The proiilems Lave tiw s;c.me value. exce:Jt i'or tl1e hst. om: which wilJ coum more. Tr:v T\J 

do as many problems as possible. 

1. Let Pu = 1 ~ 1 Lcr'O:S, <J 2nd let d be tbe diagonal matix v.·id1 diagonal em.ries :r 1 , ... . Tf\'. 

where 1 · = cA. TlH: Hliitrix d acts 011 eacl1 fano:· o!' 1 ·<z..n. tlv-~rebv de5ning <1 linear 
action 011 v;>';>n. Tlie 8.Cti011 uf Sr: 011 1 ·c)I is s;iven Yi:::i pern:uting the tensor factors. 

(a/ Calculate Tr, ,, d). 
(b) The v;:i,lue nf' Tr\ .:1n((p4 C: P~ Z p~ld) call be VvTittt'l! a.s 11 li11car comlJin<ltion of 
Schur functiolls. Calc11lat.c tl1e cocflici1°m ()f' "[c. 3 .1 . 

(c) Calculate tl1e rnulriplic:itY of the simple Srn module s1
i. 3 J :] i11 1·Gi0 for dirn(Fl = 

N = G and for :\" = 3. 

2. Let er lJe the r-tll elementary symmetric f1111ctio11 iu the variables :r1. :r2 . .... :rn .. 
(a) Show that the determinant of ( CJt,i I O.TJ li-::: i,j~n is a homogeneous pcJl:vnomial and 
calculate its degree. 
(b) Calculate the determinant. 

3. Let p: C---+ Gl(\T) be a representation of tlie finite group C into the group Cl(Y) of 
invertible linear maps on the vector space V. 
(a) Show that also the map p : g E G H p(y- 1 )t defines a representation. where t 

means the transpose of a matrix. 

(b) Let Xr) and A/! lw the characters of p and p. Sliow that x;;(g) = ;\:p(g) (i.e. the 
complex conjugate) for ;:i,]] .Q EC. 
(c) Let V be a simple G-rnodule. Show: If H' is a simple G module such that the trivial 
representation occurs in 1' 0 H'. tl1en H' must be isomorphic to the representation 

defined in (a) . 

.'.!. Let fi = :r 2 y2 
- .r alld h = :r: 3 y - 1. 

(a) Calculate a Criibiwr b8.sis for (f1 ,.f"2 ) n k[:r] and for (.J'i,/'2)· where (f1 ,f2) is the 
ideal in k[:r. y] geuerated li.v fi and .f"2. 
(b) What is the variety F(f1.h) = {(o..b). f(a,b) = O,f E (./1,h)} fork= C? 

5. Let G be the subgroup of 54 generated by the perrnmations (12) 8.nd (34). and let F 
be the simple representation of 84 labeled by the ·Young diagram [2, 1.1]. 
(a) Calculate the Molien series of k[x 1 ,:r2 ,x3 )

0
. 

(b) Let G ~ Z/2 x Z/2 with generators g1 and g2 . and let W be the three-dimensional 

G module with basis w 1 . w 2 , w3 such that the act.ion of G is given b:v 

{ 

-W; 
Q1W.; = 
. '11!3 

if i=l.2. 
if i=3, 

\Vrite down a Hironaka decomposition for k[y1 , Y2· y3] 6 . 

if i=l. 
if i=2.3. 

( c) Find presemations of the rings k[y1 , y2 , y3] 6 and k [.r 1 . :r2. :r:3]0 via generators and 
relations. 


